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	Survey of Accounting, 2e is designed to cover both financial and managerial accounting in a single 16-week course, presenting the material in a style easy for non-accounting majors to grasp. It incorporates the same pedagogical innovations that have made Edmonds' financial and managerial titles such fast-growing successes in the marketplace, including his unique Horizontal Financial Statements Model and a multiple accounting cycle approach that demonstrates the impact of related events over a series of accounting cycles.
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Misconceptions of RiskJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The risk discipline is young and there are a number of ideas, perspectives and conceptions of risk out there. A number of such common conceptions of risk are examined in the book, related to the risk concept, risk assessments, uncertainty analyses, risk perception, the precautionary principle, risk management and decision making under...
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Emile Durkheim: Sociologist of Modernity (Modernity and Society)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
This comprehensive volume ranges across the entire spectrum of contemporary sociological inquiry, as seen by Durkheim. It also includes secondary readings by social thinkers of today, connecting the classic writings of Durkheim to contemporary issues. 

	Organizes Durkheim's writings thematically, in a comprehensive collection...
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Fundamentals of Electric Propulsion: Ion and Hall Thrusters (JPL Space Science and Technology Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	This important new book explains the fundamentals of electric propulsion for spacecraft and describes in detail the physics and characteristics of the two major electric thrusters in use today, ion and Hall thrusters. The authors provide an introduction to plasma physics in order to allow readers to understand the models and derivations used...
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Social Media Tools in Experiential Internship LearningSpringer, 2020

	
		This book describes how a support structure can be built to enhance peer-to-peer (and also students-to-lecturers) communication and support. It informs lecturers on how they can decide if they should adopt one or more social media tools to facilitate students’ learning, communication, and support for an internship program. This...
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Optimization Based Data Mining: Theory and Applications (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2011

	The purpose of this book is to provide up-to-date progress both in Multiple Criteria
	Programming (MCP) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) that have become powerful
	tools in the field of data mining. Most of the content in this book are directly
	from the research and application activities that our research group has conducted
	over the...
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The Information System Consultant's Handbook: Systems Analysis and DesignCRC Press, 1998
The Information System Consultant's Handbook familiarizes systems analysts, systems designers, and information systems consultants with underlying principles, specific documentation, and methodologies.Corresponding to the primary stages in the systems development life cycle, the book divides into eight sections:oPrinciplesoInformation Gathering and...
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